
Movian - Bug #541
Showtime PS3 mkv subtitles problem (RTL)
05/28/2011 03:55 PM - tomer gabay

Status: New Start date: 05/28/2011
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 100%
Category: Subtitles Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version:
Found in version: 2,99 Platform: Linux
Description

hello. i am using the latest showtime for ps3 and i'm having troubles with the subtitles.
im from israel. here the language is backwords (from right to left) and after adding an .srt hebrew subtitle using mkvmerge
the file works great on the computer (true grit 720p.mkv) and hebrew was properly seen but after transferring it to the ps3 the only
signs that appered are <> . , etc... and a few words in english related to the subtitle web.
any suggestions?

Related issues:
Duplicates Bug # 516: Hebrew subtitles appears reversed left to right instead... Accepted 05/19/2011

History
#1 - 05/28/2011 09:57 PM - Andreas Smas
- Category changed from 19 to Subtitles
- Status changed from New to Accepted

Duplicate

#2 - 05/28/2011 11:40 PM - tomer gabay

Andreas Öman wrote:

Duplicate

No i read the other bug now and i can't get the sub to look like that (reversed) i only see weird signs like >|< and many xxx and TM signs. really
weird..how can i encode the .srt file for it to be shown backwards? i asked it in hebrew in bug 516..
just want to get a step ahead if there will be a solution to 516 soon. thank you for all your work!

#3 - 06/10/2011 08:31 AM - Andreas Smas
- Target version set to 3.0

#4 - 06/15/2011 12:21 PM - Andreas Smas
- Subject changed from Showtime PS3 mkv subtitles problem to Showtime PS3 mkv subtitles problem (RTL)
- Found in version set to 2,99

#5 - 06/26/2011 10:45 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version changed from 3.0 to 33

#6 - 01/07/2014 05:12 PM - Leonid Protasov
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- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
- Platform set to Linux

Duplicates https://showtimemediacenter.com/issues/516

#7 - 01/13/2014 02:02 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version deleted (33)

#8 - 02/07/2014 12:13 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Fixed to New
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